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	Depending the emergency that we are dealing with, we will likely house our students in gym. We will have our parents enter in the grade one doors. And we will collect them and have them exit through the Front doors. 
	Likely calls will be made by a variety of staff. We will be equipped with a script. This will be an all hands on deck part of the process. Some staff will be with students. Likely we would ask teachers to call their own families. This will be the longest part of the process. 
	Parents will come in through the grade one doors (imagine) We will have staff there to check ID. All ID”s will be checked, regardless of if we know you are or not. There will be an administrator at this location. We will fill out paperwork and bring parents to the learning commons. We will send a runner to collect the student and bring them to the Learning Commons. 
	Parents will come in through the grade one doors (imagine) We will have staff there to check ID. All ID”s will be checked, regardless of if we know you are or not. There will be an administrator at this location. We will fill out paperwork and bring parents to the learning commons. We will send a runner to collect the student and bring them to the Learning Commons. 
	Everyone will be ID’d, regardless of how well we know you. It is important for us to follow this procedure closely. This allows us to ensure student safety and student release to the appropriate people. Likely there will be either Rhonda or Michelle in this spot. They know most of the parents and will be able to ask for the ID’s. 
	Next location… parents waiting area. Paperwork will be completed; ID’s will be checked. Students will be brought from the gym to join their parents. 
	One more ID check! We will soon be collecting kids for the parents. This seems like to will take a while, but the first couple will be tricky but as we figure out the process it will be seamless. 
	Reunited and it feels so good! 

